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Laser irradiated self-supporting and flexible 3-

dimentional graphene-based film electrode with 

promising electrochemical properties 

Qi Liu,a Qiuwei Shi,a Hongzhi Wang,*a Qinghong Zhangb and Yaogang Li*b  

Graphene, the last representative of sp2 carbon materials, has been an ideal material plat form for 

constructing flexible electronic devices. Exploring a new method to fabricate high-quality graphene films 

with more porous structure is a key for flexible electronic devices to achieve higher performance. The 

flexible solid-state supercapacitor based on 3-dimentional graphene film electrode is fabricated via 

filtration and laser irradiation method. The fabricated films with excellent mechanical properties display 

high electrical conductivity (8.53 Ω) and improved electrochemical performance (185  F/g). This 3-

dimensional film is freestanding, which can thus be used directly as supercapacitor electrodes without 

external current collectors or binders that often used in commercial supercapacitors. Moreover, the films 

maintain excellent electrochemical properties under high stress and thus hold promise f or being widely 

used in various energy storage devices.  

Introduction  

With the development of electronic products in the modern 

society, the flexibility is one of the development trends for future 

electronic devices. To meet aesthetic demands and the needs of 

specific environments, flexible electronic devices, such as 

wearable displays, rollable solar cells, artificial skin and 

stretchable sensors have caught great interest worldwide.1-7 

Obviously, these products need flexible energy storage devices. 

Supercapacitor, with simple structure, fast current response, high 

power density and reliable cycling stability and safety, has been 

one of the most promising solutions for this problem.8 

Generally, supercapacitors can be divided into two categories 

according to the energy storage mechanism: electrical double 

layer capacitors (EDLCs) and pseudo-capacitors. Transition 

metal oxides, hydroxides9-10 and conducting polymers11-12 are 

usually used as the electrodes for pseudo-capacitors, in which 

fast and reversible faradic processes take place due to the electro-

active species so that much higher pseudo-capacitance can be 

achieved.  
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However, pseudo-capacitors also have some drawbacks. The 

lack of cycling stability is due to the easy   damaged structure of 

the materials during the redox reaction process, which limits the 

practical applications of such capacitors.13 Different from 

pseudo-capacitors, the capacitance of EDLCs stems from the     

pure electrostatic charge accumulation at the 

electrode/electrolyte interface, which is more reliable and safe. 

Carbon-based materials dominate the electrodes of this kind of 

capacitors because of their large surface area, high electrical 

conductivity and excellent mechanical strength, which perfectly 

compensates for the deficiencies of pseudo-capacitors. 14  

Graphene, among a large number of carbon-based materials, 

graphene, with a unique two-dimensional (2D) carbon 

nanostructure, has been an ideal material plat form for 

constructing flexible EDLs.15 This is because the graphene 

nanosheets can be easily fabricated into relatively large films, 

which has many excellent properties such as outstanding 

mechanical strength, superb chemical and thermal stability, 

excellent electrical conductivity and high surface-to-volume 

ratio.16-20 In addition, recent literature reveals that graphene 

nanosheets can be easily fabricated in large quantities through 

chemical reaction from commercial graphite, which makes them 

more promising.21-24 In most cases, however, a large portion of 

surface area of 2D graphene nanosheets becomes inaccessible 

because during the fabrication process, graphene nanosheets are 

vulnerable to irreversibly aggregate and restack as a result of van 

der Waals interaction.25 Decreased surface area obstructs the 
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infiltration of electrolyte and the transportation of ions, lowering 

their energy density and limiting its commercial application. 

Recently, the intrinsic capacitance of single-layer graphene 

has been reported to be ~21 mF/cm2, which is the ceiling of 

EDLCs and even of all carbon-based materials.26 Thus, ECs 

based on graphene materials could, in principle, achieve an EDL 

capacitance as high as ~550 F/g if their entire surface area could 

be accessible. Graphene and its three-dimensional (3D) 

constructions have been widely used in various fields of research 

due to their outstanding characteristics.27–32 For the practical 

applications in these fields, scalable production of 3D porous 

graphene films is required, rather than 2D graphene sheets, 

because 3D porous films is better-performed on the electronic 

transmission, electrolyte penetration and the ion transport, which 

is the key to effectively solve the current problems of the 

supercapacitors.33 

In addition, the methods of synthesis of graphene films have 

been developed in recent years. These methods include vacuum 

filtering frozen solution 34, pressing graphene aerogel 35, and so 

on. Nonetheless, the 3D porous graphene films fabricated by 

these methods are lack of mechanical strength, and the 

electrochemical properties of these films are either not satisfying. 

In this paper, we attempt to prepare self-standing graphene films 

with 3D porous nanostructure by vacuum filtering and laser 

irradiation. Compact reduced graphene oxide films were used as 

the precursors which were fabricated through vacuum filtration 

and HI reduction. A series of 3D graphene films which have 

uniformly pores rapidly formed under laser irradiation. In this 

work, we demonstrated that the undesirable toxic iodide induced 

in graphene films by HI reduction can be readily removed 

through laser irradiation, and surprisingly, it was found that 

strong and superelastic graphene networks formed concurrently. 

Importantly, the light-assisted method allows us to alter the 

microstructure of macroscopic graphene materials, which was 

just meet the key to solve the problems of the supercapacitors as 

was mentioned above. 

Experimental 

1 Synthesis of graphite oxide by Hummers method 36 

According to Hummer’s method, graphene oxide (GO) was prepared 

using analytical grade reagents without further purification. Ultrapure 

Water (18.2 MΩ resistance) was used in all experiments. Graphite 

(3.0 g) was added to cold (0 °C) concentrated H2SO4 (70 mL). Under 

vigorous agitation, KMnO4 (9.0 g) was added to the solution slowly. 

After reaction at 35 °C for 2 h, 138 mL of water was added, and the 

solution was stirred for 15 min at 98 °C. 420 mL H2O2 solution was 

then added to the mixture. Successively, the mixture was diluted by 

HCl aqueous solution with volume ratio of 1: 10 to remove metal ions. 

The resulting graphite oxide was isolated and washed by vacuum 

filtration for further use. 

2 Preparation of 3D RGO films 

In a typical experiment, 40mL as-purified graphite oxide suspensions 

(2 mg/mL) were prepared and stirred for 15 min at room temperature. 

Exfoliation of graphite oxide to GO was achieved by ultrasonication 

of the dispersion using a Branson Ultrasonic Cleaner (3510, 350 W) 

for 2 h and an ultrasonic probe (Ultrasonic products, FS-300, 300 W) 

for 15 min. The obtained brown dispersion was then subjected to 30 

min of centrifugation at 3,000 r.p.m. to remove any unexfoliated 

graphite oxide (usually present in a very small amount) using a 

centrifuge (Eppendorf 5702). Then the GO films were prepared by 

vacuum filtering the GO solution using a micro filtration membrane 

(pore diameter: 0.22 μm), which were subsequently peeled off of the 

membrane and immersed into a 55% HI solution at room temperature 

for 1 h. The HI-reduced RGOs were washed with deionized water 

several times. The laser irradiated graphene films (L-RGO) were 

prepared using class IV laser product (400-1100 nm CW; 1.25 W/cm2). 

The fabricated RGO films were irradiated uniformly by the laser 

product for 120 s. The weight of the films was pre-estimated by the 

actual area of the films. The weight was then checked again after 

testing (after removing the electrolytes by dialysis and drying). If 

there was any inconsistency, the value obtained by direct weighing of 

the tested sample was used. 

3 Characterization 

The morphologies and the structure of the products were characterized 

by high-resolution field emission scanning electron microscopy 

(Hitachi S-4800). Raman spectroscopy measurements were 

performed on a Renishaw in plus laser micro-Raman system with 

excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The silicon peak at 520 cm-1 was 

used as a reference. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy were measured using a three-probe method. 

Cylin-drical hydrogel samples were sandwiched between two 

platinum foils and connected to a Zahner electrochemical workstation 

(Zen-nium) for cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy. The mass specific capacitances were calculated from 

CV curves according to the equations Cspec = 4C/M and C/M= 

∫IdV/υmV, where I is the current, υ is the voltage scan rate, m is the 

total mass of both electrodes and V is the cell voltage.  

Results and discussion 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the fabrication of laser-irradiated graphene-based 

supercapacitors. (A) A GO film is placed into the hydroiodic acid solution to be 

reduced. (B) As shown in the photograph, the RGO film changes from 2D compact 

structure to 3D porous structure after irradiated by laser. (C) Asymmetric 

supercapacitor is constructed from two identical L-RGO film electrodes, 

electrolyte, and PET substrate. 
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The typical schematic diagram of the fabrication process of free-

standing laser irradiated graphene (L-RGO) films is shown in Fig. 

1. The GO films were prepared by vacuum filtering the GO 

solution using a micro filtration membrane, which were 

subsequently peeled off from the membrane and immersed into 

a 55% HI solution at room temperature for 1 h. The HI-reduced 

RGOs were obtained (Fig. 1A).The L-RGO films were prepared 

by laser irradiating for 120 seconds (Fig. 1B), which has 3D 

porous microstructure. We finally assembled all-solid-state 

flexible supercapacitors using L-RGO films as an active 

electrode material. Fig. 1C shows the composition of the solid-

state flexible supercapacitors. To assemble the solid-state 

supercapacitor, H2SO4/PVA gel was used as the electrolyte. 

1 Morphology analysis  

Fig. 2a shows the cross-sectional field-emission scanning 

electron microscope (FESEM) images of the RGO films, from 

which it can be seen that the paper-like films have 2D compact 

structure. These samples are prepared by vacuum filtration of 

GO solution, followed by hydriodic acid (HI) reduction, washing 

and drying. As shown in Fig. 2b, c and d, the graphene films after 

laser irradiation have porous structure. The porous structure of 

the film is a result of the laser irradiation induced in the above 

process. After irradiating by laser, porous networks are formed 

and are permanent. The well-defined interconnected 3D porous 

network of the produced films is presented in Fig. 2b, c and d. 

Similar to the unirradiated graphene sample, the pores sizes of 

the network shown in the microstructure of the samples are in the 

range of submicrometer to several micrometers and the solid 

walls of these pores are composed of randomly cross-linked and 

intertwisted graphene nanosheets. 

 
Fig. 2 FESEM images of 2D and 3D graphene films. (a) Low-magnification FESEM 

image of 2D graphene film. (b-d) Low-magnification and high-magnification 

FESEM image of 3D graphene film. (d)Inset is a photograph of the obtained 3D 

graphene film. 

As the electrode material, the three-dimensional graphene 

skeleton network with various pores is beneficial for electrode to 

fully contact with the electrolyte and can facilitate the 

transportation of electrons. Moreover, the specific surface area 

of the L-RGO films is improved. The contrast suggests that the 

L-RGO films can effectively prevent the restacking of graphene 

sheets and increase electrode material’s surface area accessible 

to the electrolyte. 

2 Raman and resistance analysis 

The electronic structure change in the RGO and L-RGO sheets 

was further explored by Raman spectra (Fig. 3a). Analogously, 

after irradiation of laser, the intensity ratio of the D band 

(ca.1340 cm-1) to G band (ca. 1590 cm-1), the D/G ratio, 

increased from 0.96 for the pure GO films to 1.45 for the L-RGO 

films, which is larger than 1.34 for the RGO films. The 

spectroscopic observations thus support the notion that more 

oxygenated groups in the graphitic planes are removed and the 

sp2 planes are largely restored. The Raman spectrum reflects the 

reduced mechanism of GO to reduced graphene sheets in 

graphene-based films. These results manifest a trend of decrease 

in the average size of the sp2 domains upon the reduction of 

GO.37-38 The voltage-current curve indicates that the resistance 

of L-RGO film (8.53 Ω) is much lower than RGO film (17.36 Ω). 

Additionally, the conductivity of these L-RGO (8.1×103 S/m) is 

even better than that of the RGO (5.3×103 S/m).  

 
Fig. 3 (a) Raman spectra of GO, RGO and L-RGO. (b)Voltage-current curve of RGO 

and L-RGO.  

3 Electrochemical properties analysis 

To evaluate the performance of L-RGO films as electrochemical 

electrode, cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed, 

using a two-electrode cell in 1 M Na2SO4 solution. The scan-rate-

dependent CVs of RGO and L-RGO film, with a range of scan rates 

of 5-100 mV/s and a potential window of 0-0.6 V, are illustrated by 

Fig. 4 shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of RGO films, L-RGO 

films in 1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solutions between 0 and 0.6 V at 

different scan rates. The CV curves of all these films show a typical 

shape, implying pure electric double layer capacitive behavior. L-

RGO films show a larger current density in CV curves, implying a 

larger capacitance than RGO films. Even when the scan rate increases 

to 100 mV/s, the CV curve basically maintains the Faradaic peak-

incorporated rectangle-like shape, similar to that observed at 5mV/s, 

which is indicative of a quick charge-propagation capability of both 

the electric double layer capacitance. The specific capacitances (Cs) 

at different scan rates are calculated based on the CV measurements. 

The highest capacitance of 185 F/g have been achieved for the L-RGO 

films at scan rate of 5 mV/s, which are exceptionally higher than RGO 
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films (139 F/g) and GO films (103 F/g), especially the L-RGO films 

are free-standing and need no current collectors.  

The reason that the L-RGO films possess a much higher 

capacitance than 2D compact RGO electrode probably owes to the 

unique porous networks films and the reduced graphene regions, 

which respectively leading to a dramatic increase in electrical 

conductivity along the vertical direction of the electrode. In order to 

evaluate the mechanical strength and cycling stability. CV cycling 

tests were performed at a scan rate of 100 mV/s for 200 bending cycles. 

As shown in Fig. 4c and e, the capacitance remains more than 90% of 

the initial capacitance, indicating the excellent mechanical stability of 

L-RGO film electrodes. To further quantify the capacitance of the L-

RGO film electrode, a series of galvanostatic charge–discharge 

measurements were carried out at different current densities, and the 

typical charge–discharge curves are presented in Fig. 4f, which is in 

good agreement with their CV results. 

 
Fig. 4 (a) Cyclic voltammograms with different scan rates of RGO electrodes. (b) 

Cyclic voltammograms with different scan rates of L-RGO electrodes. (c) Cyclic 

voltammograms with different scan rates of L-RGO electrodes under repeated 

bending/extending tests. (d) Cyclic voltammograms contrast before and after 

laser irradiation. (e) Calculated specific capacitances from the CV curves at 

different scan rates of different samples. (f) Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves 

with different scan rates of L-RGO electrodes. 

Further electrochemical investigation was carried out to determine 

the frequency response as well as the equivalent series resistance 

(ESR) of the symmetrical two-electrode measurement system based 

on fabricated materials. An electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

(EIS) test was conducted at a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz 

for further evaluation of electrochemical behaviors of the RGO film 

electrodes and L-RGO film electrodes. The electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) plots of the RGO films and L-RGO 

films show in the Fig. 5. In the low frequency portion of the spectrum 

of RGO films and L-RGO films, both impedance spectra tend towards 

a vertical line where the imaginary part of impedance rapidly 

increases, characteristic of capacitive behavior of the ion diffusion in 

the electrode structure. In the high frequency region a semicircle arc 

has been observed both in two lines and the charge transfer resistance 

can be directly compared through the semicircle diameter. It 

demonstrates that the electrode made of L-RGO has a charge transfer 

resistance lower than RGO, indicating the good conductivity of 

electrolyte and very low internal resistance of the electrode. In the low 

frequencies, the impedance plot turns into straight lines, and the shape 

of L-RGO films are more parallel to the imaginary axis than the shape 

of RGO, which indicates the attractive capacitive behavior of the 

device, representative of the ion diffusion in the electrode structure. 
The measured impedance spectra were analyzed based on an 

equivalent circuit, which is shown in the inset of Fig. 5. The calculated 

ohmic resistance Rt of L-RGO films were estimated to be quite low 

values of 8.9 Ω, in contrast to 19.7 Ω for RGO films, indicating the 

well-connected interfaces nature of electrode films, electrolyte ions, 

and current. In consideration of this, L-RGO films is a more ideal 

candidate for the electrode of supercapacitor. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Nyquistplots of graphene film electrode and laser irradiated graphene film 
electrode. Inset is a photograph of equivalent circuit.  

  

Fig. 6 Cyclic voltammograms of the supercapacitor based on L-RGO films, and the 
cycling stability of the all-solid-state supercapacitor after 10000 cycles with the 
scan rate of 50 mV/s. 

In order to demonstrate the performance of the fabricated L-RGO 

electrodes for flexible energy storage, we finally assembled all-solid-

state flexible supercapacitors using L-RGO films (1cm×4cm) as an 

active electrode material. Fig. 1c shows the composition of the solid-

state flexible supercapacitors. To assemble the solid-state 

supercapacitor device, H2SO4/PVA gel was used as the electrolyte. 
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The thickness of the electrolyte was 1mm, and the ratio of H2SO4 and 

PVA was 1:1. The fabricated device was highly flexible and robust. 

The capacitive performance of the flexible solid-state supercapacitors 

was evaluated by CV (Fig. 6a) curves, which were obtained by testing 

the device under flat status. In general, the shape of the CV loop shows 

the Faradaic peak-incorporated rectangle-like shape, which indicates 

capacitance in the L-RGO electrode. The specific capacitances of the 

graphene hydrogel film electrode estimated from the CV curves were 

150 F/g, substantially higher than those of most of the previously 

reported solid-state devices made of carbon nanotubes (50-115 F/g) 
39-40, and graphene films (62-120 F/g)41-43. And what we need to 

emphasize is that: the electrode based on L-RGO itself is free-standing 

and without any current collector. 

Conclusions 

In summary, free-standing 3D porous graphene films were 

successfully prepared through laser irradiation. Then a 

symmetric supercapacitor was fabricated based on this film. An 

enhancement of capacitive behavior was shown on such device 

compared to supercapacitor based on 2D graphene film, owing 

to its unique 3D structure and the higher conductivity. This route 

of synthesis is rapid, easy and convenient. And the produced 3D 

porous graphene films would have promising applications in 

various flexible energy storage devices. 
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Rapid preparation of self-supporting and flexible 3-dimentional graphene-based film electrode with promising 

electrochemical properties by HI reduction and laser irradiation.
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